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Some place Dr. Carl G. Jung has said the pearl beyond price is always found in the mud. I’ve never felt that this was the whole truth, but rather that the jewel beyond price was found in the Transcendent. However, there is good evidence that there is a truth in both statements. The pearl beyond price or the Transcendent Jewel are symbols of redeeming powers, and if we review the history of religion, I think we can isolate the two types of emphasis. In the case of Shankara, for instance, we find little if any reference to the autochthonic factor, namely that which comes from the mother soil below, but a continual emphasis on the Transcendent component, namely, that which stands above, that which is called Atman and that which is called Parabrahm. But in the case of Christ, I think we can see that the autochthonic factor has a very important place. Both were redeemers, but each came to a different portion of humanity.

Insofar as the gospel story is concerned, which does not include Christ’s instructions to his disciples but rather his public work, there is an emphasis on the problems that are important to vital man. Very little is given that serves the problems of mental man. In the instructions to the disciples, the portion that’s not recorded, the story might be different; but we’ll deal simply with what we know. And in practice subsequently, there has been a tendency to regard the Christian message as primarily a message for the less evolved portion of humanity, for the humble people—humble not in the sense of a superior moral virtue, but humble in the sense of being limited in capacity and understanding. It is a factor that limits the appeal of the Christian current.

In contrast, Shankara spoke not so much to mass man as to elite man or mental man and offered a great deal that helped with respect to the problems of mental man, not much for the problems that are characteristic of vital man or mass man. One of the factors that made Jesus precious to mass man was the great amount of his use of healing power with respect to the outer organism. In contrast, we take Shankara’s attitude towards this problem, as exemplified in his experience of having thrust upon himself an illness by an enemy, his attitude was purely stoical, or as the biographer suggests, purely Vedantic: an attitude of indifference; an attitude that all this that touches merely the outer organism is irrelevant, impertinent, and inconsequential. In general, the concerns of the vital physical being meant little to Shankara. The body was viewed simply as a sack consisting of bones, sinew, and skin and filled with odour, urine, and phlegm and something not to be attached to at all. Yet it was just precisely this sack that Jesus healed and that appealed to mass man. There’s a difference here. I think we can say that the orientation of Shankara is to the jewel that descends from the Transcendent and that the orientation of Christ was to the autochthonic element, that which is found in the mud or in the earth.

Now, I found a passage in Jung’s chapter in the Psychological Types, on the type problem, in poetry. It’s an analysis of Spitteler’s poem called “Prometheus and
Epimetheus.” And here is the reference to the birth of the deliverer symbolized by the jewel:

The birth of the deliverer is equivalent to a great catastrophe, since a new and powerful life issues forth just where no life or force or new development was anticipated. It streams forth out of the unconscious, *i.e.* from that part of the psyche which, whether we desire it or not, is unknown and therefore treated as nothing by all rationalists. From this discredited and rejected region comes the new tributary of energy, the revivification of life. But what is this discredited and despised region? It is the sum of all those psychic contents which are repressed on account of their incompatibility with conscious values, hence the ugly, immoral, wrong, irrelevant, useless, etc.; which means everything that at one time appeared so to the individual in question. Now herein lies the danger that the very force with which these things reappear, as well as their new and wonderful brilliance, may so intrigue the individual that he either forgets or repudiates all former values.

At this point I’d like to interject this observation. Look at what’s happening to these students in the schools—a rejecting of former values—and it may have a significance of a sort that is indicated here, only in this case, a collective movement. All those things that we value from the standpoint of the Judaic-Christian ethics are being repudiated by these students. In other words, an emergence of the repressed functions from the realm in the unconscious where they were dwelling in a rather barbaric state, undomesticated. Continuing:

What we formerly despised is now a supreme principle, and what was formerly truth now becomes error. This reversal of values is tantamount to a destruction of previously accepted values; hence it resembles the devastation of a country by floods.

Thus, with Spitteler, Pandora’s heavenly gift brings evil both to the country and to man. Just as, in the classical saga, diseases streamed from Pandora’s box, to flood and ravage the land, a similar evil is caused by the jewel. To grasp this, we must first probe into the nature of this symbol. The first to find the symbol are the peasants, as the shepherds are the first to greet the Savior. They turn it about in their hands, first this way then that, “until at length they are quite dumfounded by its strange, immoral unlawful appearance”. When they brought it to the king, and he, to prove it, showed it to the conscience, demanding its Yea or Nay about it, stricken with terror it [the conscience] sprang pell-mell from the wardrobe to the floor, where it ran and hid itself under the bed with “impossible suspicions”. Like a fleeing crab “staring with venomous eyes and malevolently brandishing its twisted claws, the conscience peered from under the bed, and it came to pass that whenever Epimetheus nearer pushed the image, the further did the other recoil with gesticulations of disgust. And thus all silent it crouched, and never a word, nay not a
syllable, did it utter, however much the king might beg and entreat and cajole with every manner of speech.”

The king obviously is the preferred or exalted function.

To the conscience evidently the new symbol was acutely unsympathetic. The king, therefore, bade the peasants bear the jewel to the priests.

And here quoting from the original:

But hardly had Hiphil-Hophal (the high-priest) glanced at the face of the image than he began to shudder and sicken, and, raising his arms as though to guard his forehead from a blow, he cried and shouted: ‘Away with this mockery, for in it is something opposed to God; moreover carnal is its heart and insolence flashes from its eyes.’

End of quotation.

Thereupon the peasants brought the jewel to the academy; but the professors of the university found that the image lacked “feeling and soul”; moreover, “it wanted in sincerity, and had in general no guiding thought”.

Finally the goldsmith found the jewel to be spurious and of common metal. On the market-place, where the peasants wished to get rid of the image, the police descended upon it. At sight of the image the guardians of the law exclaimed:

Quoting, this time from the original text:

Dwells there no heart in your body and shelters no conscience in your soul, that ye dare thus openly before all eyes to expose this sheer, wanton, shameless nakedness?...And now way with ye in haste! and woe upon you if by any chance the sight of it hath polluted our stainless children and unsullied wives.

End of quotation.

The symbol is characterized as strange, immoral, unlawful, opposed to moral sense, antagonizing our feeling and idea of the spiritual, as well as our conception of the ‘Divine’; it appeals to sensuality, is shameless and liable to become a serious danger to public morality by the stimulation of sexual phantasies. Such attributes define an essence which is in frank opposition to our moral values; but it is also opposed to our aesthetic judgment, since it lacks the higher feeling-values; and finally the absence
of a “guiding thought” suggests an irrationality of its intellectual content. The verdict “opposed to God” might also be rendered ‘anti-Christian’, since this history is localized neither in remote antiquity nor in China. This symbol, then, by reason of all its attributes, is a representative of the inferior function, hence of unrecognized psychic contents. It is obvious that the image represents—though it is nowhere stated—a naked human figure, in fact, ‘living form’. This form expresses complete freedom, which means to be just as one is—as also the duty, to be just as one is: it accordingly stands for the highest possible attainment of aesthetic as well as moral beauty. It signifies man as he might be through Nature and not through some artificially-prepared, ideal form. Such an image, presented to the eyes of a man as he is at present, can have no other effect than to release in him all that has lain bound in slumber and has not shared in life. If by chance he be only partly civilized, and still more than half barbarian, all his barbarism will be aroused at such a vision. For a man’s hatred is always concentrated upon that which makes him conscious of his bad qualities. Hence the jewel’s fate was sealed at the moment of its appearance in the world. The dumb shepherd-lad who first found it is half cudgelled to death by the enraged peasants; then the peasants “hurl” the jewel upon the road. Thus the redeeming symbol ends its brief but typical course. The association with the Christian passion-theme is unmistakable. The redeeming nature of the jewel is also revealed in the fact that it appears only once in a thousand years; it is a rare occurrence, this “flowering of the treasure”, this appearance of a Savior, a Saoshyant, or a Buddha.¹

Now, that bears upon the jewel, the pearl that is found in the mud for the value that comes up through the repressed function, the autochthonic factor; but I insist that is not the whole story, and thirty-three years ago coming next May, I wrote this parable of the jewels. I wasn’t satisfied with its formulation because my forte is not narrative description, but the idea was important and I put it forth this way:

**The Parable of the Jewels**

Once upon a time, in an ancient land, a man-child was born who grew up much like other man-children. He was given very much the same training and education that was then given to the others that were born in that land. In due time, he attained young manhood, and sought his niche among the various activities of adult life. During all this time he did not reveal any special qualities or aptitudes that would tend to set him apart from other men except that he had an unusual love for solitude that seemed to grow as the years passed.

It happened one day, in his early manhood, while taking a holiday in a strip of woods bordering a brook of unusually clear water, that he glimpsed a pretty pebble in the bed of the stream. It fascinated him so that he reached down into the water and secured it and took it home with him as a possession. He loved the pretty pebble and was

accustomed to gaze upon it with admiration during his leisure hours. It brought him a curious joy. On a later day when doing some work in a field, he chanced to find another stone, almost transparent and of beautiful colors; and this he also took home and placed with his first pebble.

Now, as time went on, his interest in the attractive pebbles grew stronger so that a larger and larger portion of his time was consumed in the contemplation of them. Finally, he began to wonder whether there might not be others also; and so he started definitely to search more and more in the fields and woods and along the streams for other stones that carried this quality of beauty. He soon became successful in his search, and as the years passed by, seemed to acquire a special sense so that he was drawn into the places where attractive stones were to be found. His collection grew until he had a large number of stones of various sizes and varieties. This he had come to regard as his treasure hoard.

One day when in a distant and large town where he had come to make certain purchases, he passed a window where he saw a large collection of crystals cut into various shapes and many of them sparkled with a scintillating brilliance of a much greater attractiveness than that which was to be found in his own pebble collection. But he also saw in the window a number of pebbles like unto those which he already had so that he knew them to be of the same kind. But the most beautiful crystals were strange to him.

He decided to enter the shop of the window of rarely beautiful display to inquire of the shopkeeper the nature and significance of the beautiful stones. He found the shopkeeper a wise and friendly man once he had made known his great love of the stones and crystals, and he learned that day the names and lore of many of them. He found that they were called “precious” and “semiprecious” jewels, and that they were valued by some men and women for their beauty. He learned that the stones which he had been collecting were the kind known as semiprecious, and while they had some value, it was not great. He also learned that the extraordinary brilliance brought out in some of the crystals was made manifest through an art of cutting in certain appropriate ways.

When the young man returned to his home and assumed again his accustomed labors, he found that he could not take his thought away from the precious jewels that had been so cut as to reveal their hidden beauty. He finally became unable to rest because of his desire also to find some of these rare crystals. So one day he prepared for an expedition to last some days. And then when he had a period of freedom, he went forth to search for that which his heart desired. He traveled for many days, always seeking; but while he found many stones like those which he already possessed, yet he had not found that which he sought.

Meanwhile he had come into a region utterly unlike anything he had seen before. In this region there were no green fields, nor forests, nor flowing streams of water. It was a barren and rugged land where only rarely was evidence to be found that other men had been there before him. In time he became quite weary, and his supply of food and water was exhausted. Still, he had not found the object of his search. Finally, when he saw that he must return if he would not perish from hunger and thirst, he reluctantly decided that he must give up his search. This made him very downcast and sad, for his heart had been deeply set upon finding the objects of rare beauty. He decided to make one more
examination in the place where he was and then start his return journey, but he now had little hope of success having been disappointed so often.

Then it was that his eye happened to be attracted by a small, bright object reflecting the light of the sun at such an angle that it fell upon his eye. He picked up the object and found that it was a beautiful diamond. Then his sadness left him and a joy and strength filled his being such as he had never known before. With joy in his heart and a song upon his lips, he returned on the long journey to his home. And though he had no more food, yet he was sustained by a strange strength and was unconscious of hunger.

In the days that followed, he found that life had come to have new meaning for him and it was not long before he resolved to devote his life to the search for precious jewels. He journeyed often to the rugged and barren land and soon had learned much of its secrets. He came to understand its strange beauty, and in time acquired a deep love for it. He also learned more of the kind of places where jewels were likely to be found so that finally he became quite skilled in finding many kinds of the rarer jewels. He had now a considerable collection of diamonds, emeralds, and rubies and had become known to a few other lovers of these rare objects. Yet though it seemed that he should now be satisfied, for he had as beautiful jewels as any other collectors whom he had come to know, still a strange yearning for something more began to grow in him. Mostly was this the case when he was far out in the barren country in places where other men had only very rarely been. He seemed to be drawn on toward certain distant mountains which could be glimpsed when far out on the barren land. He had no idea what he sought, but yet the yearning grew until he could not resist it. So finally the day came when he decided to go forth and find, if possible, the object of his great but inchoate desire, even though he should lose all, even life itself, in the search.

Having then made the necessary preparations he set forth and after many days and much hardship found himself in the lower passes of great mountains. Here he found greater solitude than he had ever known before; but while there did not seem to be any others anywhere near, yet, strangely, he was not lonely in the solitude. Also he found refreshing water and shrubs that bore edible fruits so that he was no longer dependent upon the resources he had brought with him. He found a cave in a beautiful canyon and made it his home for several days during which he rested.

Meanwhile in the ancient land where once upon a time a man-child was born, who in later days was to be known as the Great Seeker of jewels, those who had grown up with him and knew him waited the return of the seeker. Days and weeks and months rolled by and he had not returned, but this was to be expected as he was known to be a great wanderer in his searchings for the precious things of beauty; and it was also known that he had planned to go further afield than ever before.

But as the months rolled by and mounted to the full cycle of a year, the old friends began to fear that never again would they greet the seeker. They missed him for they thought him a gentle and harmless soul possessed of a queer passion of seeking for pretty stones and he had always been ready to share his treasure. Some, too, had learned to love the beautiful pebbles and crystals, but most regarded him as possessed by a rather childish passion, though one that did no harm and none could feel any enmity toward him. As men and women met, they occasionally spoke of him and speculated as to
whether he would ever return. But by now, much doubt had grown in this matter, so when again the yearly cycle had rolled around, it was generally agreed that he had at last perished, and with a small, kindly thought toward him they turned to other interests and gradually lost active memory of him as is the way with men in this world.

But the seeker had not perished, he had found abundant means to sustain his life in the valleys of the great mountains and the yearning for the unknown grew no less in him. Often had he tried to scale a mountain, but oft as he tried to find a way up the valleys that would lead to the higher reaches of the mountains, just so often would he come to impassable places and would have to return to try again in still other valleys. In this way three years passed, and it seemed that he was no nearer his goal.

However, his search had not been fruitless, for there were many of the precious jewels in the valleys, and he now paused to collect only the rarest among them, great and gorgeous stones the like of which had not been known among men of his land. But most were of the same type that were there known but only of finer grade. However, occasionally he found fragments of strange gems, such as he had never seen before and of which he had never heard and had, so far as he knew, no names. They excelled in beauty and curious inner qualities the diamonds, rubies, and emeralds as the latter excelled the familiar semi-precious pebbles. When on rare occasions he found one of these fragments, it had a strange effect upon him. It seemed to stir in him a sense of something near that was beyond all known values, yet something strangely familiar, like the reminder of an ancient home that had long been forgotten. So the strange yearning grew upon him and he could not abandon the seeking for a way up into the great mountains.

It was in the fourth year, in an almost hidden mountain pass that he discovered by chance one day, that a change came in his fortunes. This valley proved a passable way that led far higher up the mountain than he had ever been before and a new hope and expectancy began to stir in him. There were still difficulties and disappointments as the different courses he tried became, in turn, impassable. But the valley was a veritable maze of various lateral branches and so there were many places where a new trial could be essayed. So in this valley he passed nearly the whole of the fourth year when one day near the end of the year he found a side-passage of special promise. Far up it he traveled, meeting ever severer and severer difficulties, but none of them proved to be beyond his resources.

Finally, after much hardship, and on several occasions putting forth his most extreme effort, he finally surmounted the last obstruction and found himself upon the upper slopes of the great mountains. There were now no more trees, but only a few small herbs bearing a strange, fruit-like substance which he found was edible and supplied an extraordinary strength. The slopes now were easier to scale, but it began to be quite cold and it was not always easy to find adequate shelters at night. But the strange, fruit-like substance gave strength to endure the cold, although he had to face the discomfort. So he pushed ahead, day after day, up the slopes that seemed now to have no end.

Many of the precious jewels lay all about so that no longer did he collect those that were familiar. Only did he stop to gather the rare and strange ones of which he had already found fragments in the mountain valleys. The specimens were much larger and finer now, and more frequently found as he mounted; but still the yearning for something
beyond grew within him, and ever the strange jewels gave him new promise and hope. Again he climbed for days, and the days became weeks, and the weeks became months; still the mountain reached on and on ever upward and ever beyond. It was not long before he reached the region of eternal snow but here and there patches of ground swept clear by the wind and in these places he found still finer treasures from time to time.

It was at the close of the fifth year that he reached the top of the peak, and there he found a place the snow did not cover. And lo and behold, it was all composed of one great jewel-like substance of an indigo blue that filled him with such a glory and joy that he feigned must linger here many months as he thought, fully satisfied and at the end of his quest. The very substance of the peak now supplied him with sustenance he required and so adjusted his organism that he could live attuned to the great cold without feeling it cold, and could breathe something within the rare atmosphere that was different from the air he had known in the valleys and in the great plains.

But as time went by the yearning returned to him so that he needs must search further and one day his vision acquired a new clarity so that he saw far beyond a much greater peak with a golden light radiating from its top of such brilliance that it almost blinded him. The vision persisted but briefly and then disappeared; but now he knew that he must continue the climb. So he left the deep blue peak and sought anew his way.

The climbing was very difficult as something seemed to be happening to his power of sight. The vision of his eyes became dimmer, so that often he could scarcely see at all. After further weeks, there came a time when he was quite blind, but still he continued feeling his way. However, in due time a new power of sight was born in him and he began to see dimly, without the use of his eyes. Gradually this new power became stronger until finally it far transcended all his old power of vision. And now he became aware of a new strangeness, for he had the strength to receive a quality of light that would have utterly blinded him when he used his ordinary eyes. The light grew and grew until he knew it as a veritable golden substance that penetrated through and through his whole being and he felt light and had no more need of the former kind of strength. Presently he reached the top of the new peak, and was bathed in golden glory. It was as though the very soul of the most precious of all jewels had fused with him and he felt a wonderful compassion and peace quite beyond anything he had ever imagined. So he thought at last I have found it and the end has been reached again.

He lingered here many months and the sixth year had passed; but again, once more the yearning grew, and again he knew he must still journey onward. This came to him as a great surprise as he could not see how there could be anything more, but at last he left the peak of golden glory and climbed out without seeing on what he climbed and not knowing how he climbed. No sense was of any help to him anymore, nor any knowledge, in the sense that men understand knowledge, nor any feeling, yet somehow he realized what to do and so he mounted upward. Presently he realized that there was no more mountain, nor any form, though he continued to rise with great speed and without effort. The yearning lifting him as would a balloon, a power greater than gravity. As there was no more form, so also was there no more time, and the seventh year passed without his knowing it. He felt himself, or rather realized himself, as in a Space without bounds and that there was no more a formed universe, but this Space was a Substance out of which all universes were formed. He no longer had a body, but a Consciousness identical
with the Space; but he continued to know his own identity. He realized himself as being a void that was at the same time the most complete fullness, for now he was no longer a man, but a Divine Consciousness.

At last he had indeed arrived and the yearning was quenched. He lingered what might have been an age and yet what might have been but a moment for there was no more time. But a thought came to him; he remembered his old friends and the thought of how greatly they would value this he had found. So he decided to gather a portion of the Conscious Substance of the void, which also was not other than himself, and return with it to his old friends.

Now, again he discovered something which formerly he would have regarded the most strange of all; but now he knew it is the natural and familiar order of things which indeed he had always known in a sense that was not like knowing. The wish to return to his friends was sufficient to return him there without passing over the long and laborious journey of his search. He was simply once more among men and had with him all his new collection of jewels and the portion of the Substance that had been taken unto him for the return. But this Substance now appeared as the Master Jewel of all—a Light which contained all light and the very essence of light and consciousness itself. When one looked into this Jewel he could see his own soul, and likewise the soul of worlds and the beginning and end of time, and could feel the power that was master over all other powers including birth and death.

He went forth among men to offer to them the great and the lesser jewels; for these precious things could be given to others and yet always remain renewed so that the store never grew less. Old friends recognized him and yet felt that they no longer knew him. They came to see his possessions out of curiosity and some of them they were willing to receive, but they almost always selected the lesser and familiar jewels; a few received some of the strange ones; but all feared the Master Jewel that gave life beyond the power of death, and could reveal the soul of men and things, and was master even over time and all form. The Great Seeker could not understand this, and was somewhat saddened, for he knew the Great Jewel was the best friend of man, for it made of him who received to become more than a man, to be such as men call “gods,” and this is the greatest good that can possibly come to mankind.

So the seeker journeyed far and wide offering the store of jewels, letting men take what they would, but continuing to seek for those who would accept the Great Jewel. So it was that as he wandered over the world for a long lifetime, and yet he found none who did not fear the Great Jewel, while admiring many of the lesser ones. But one day, when he was very old and near unto death, as men understand death, but which was no death to the Great Seeker, he at last came upon one who did not fear the Great Jewel and was happy to accept it. Then it was that the Great Seeker gave forth the blessing of the greatest of all treasures to the one who proved himself worthy, because he did not fear, but loved the great mystery of the Supreme Jewel.

Then the Great Seeker passed away and was no more seen among men nor moved any more in the cycle-bound worlds. But a tradition has come down from that ancient land where once upon a time a man-child was born who had seemed much like other men-children, and this tradition tells a wondrous tale. It says that the Great Seeker has
never departed but that he only seemed to do so; that, in fact, he is to be found everywhere and that he abides at the central core of all creatures and all worlds and spreads as far as Space itself.

And another parable, a brief follow-up.

**The Parable of Him Who Received the Great Jewel**

It is related in the ancient land where once lived the Great Seeker who had found the Supreme Jewel, at the close of his life the Seeker had found one who was not afraid of the Supreme Jewel and was willing and glad to accept it. Then it was that the Great Seeker vanished from among men and was never any more seen, though tradition says that he still lingers close to the inner core of all creatures; but he who received the Great Jewel continued among men for many years carrying the blessing of this Jewel wherever he went. We will now tell the story of the receiver of the Great Jewel.

Unlike the Great Seeker, the receiver had always lived among men, understanding them in their weaknesses, and always loving them. And so a close rapport had grown between him and the people so that they had no fear of him and felt his understanding and sympathy for them. Thus it came about as the receiver of the Great Jewel went forth, seeking those who would receive its blessing, he found a greater readiness to receive than the Great Seeker had ever known. And although there were very few who dared to take the Great Jewel in their own hands and gaze within its depths, still there were several who would accept the Light of the Jewel when the receiver had placed over it a veil woven from the threads of his own understanding. This veiled Light proved to be not too great for many to receive it. And so the mission of the Jewel of bringing joy, release, and understanding to men was proving at last to be effective.

Now, for many years, the receiver of the Great Jewel continued his work faithfully so that when the end of his cycle of life had at last reached its fulfillment, he had gathered about him a large following and a small body of disciples who had been willing and able to hold the Jewel in their own hands to gaze upon it unveiled.

But none even among these disciples could hold the Jewel for more than a brief time, for they could not resist a tendency in it that seemed to make them dissolve. So when finally the receiver of the Great Jewel came to the hour when he, too, was about to be taken into the Great Space of the Liberated, he journeyed forth to the lower reaches of the great mountains and there found a hiding place where he placed the Great Jewel against the time when some other might come in search of it.

Now of course this is symbolical, but I’ll leave it at that; and this will be enough for today.